P. O. Box 606, Villa Rica, GA 30180 * (770) 459-2745 * FAX (770) 459-1472 * info@prosafesolutions.com

September 22, 2006
Morrison Homes
3655 Brookside Parkway
Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
Attention: Mr. Bob Witte, Chief Information Officer
RE:

Safety Achievements for 2006

Dear Mr. Witte,
On behalf of PROSAFE Solutions, I would like to express our continued appreciation for
the opportunity to work with a homebuilder of the caliber of Morrison Homes.
In comparison to other residential builders, Morrison Homes stands out as a leader in
construction safety in the U.S. homebuilding industry.
Over the past few years we have had the pleasure of assisting Morrison Homes with
development of its safety program and assisting with efforts to continue improving safety
performance. I would like to take this opportunity to outline a few successes achieved so
far this year.
•

The Tampa Division instituted a full time Safety Director position filled by Dana
Pasquis. She previously held another position at the Tampa office and had already
developed positive relationships with the builders and subcontractors.
Since filling the position of Safety Director she has persuaded two of the major
framers to utilize conventional fall protection through the use of Wall Walker
scaffold systems. While working with the masonry contractors to reduce silica
exposures, she developed a portable wet saw consisting of backpack bug sprayers
for water supply. This has drastically reduced silica exposures in the
communities. Dana has also been a speaker and serves as a member of the local
residential builder safety alliance.

•

Houston, Austin and Denver are currently exceeding OSHA requirements in
utilizing conventional fall protection for roofing work through use of fall anchors
and rope grab systems.
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•

The California Divisions pioneered the use of conventional fall protection for
residential construction at Morrison Homes and continue to excel in their efforts
in fall protection and other areas of safety.

•

The Tampa and Central Valley Divisions both recently received inspections by
OSHA, which resulted in no citations being issued. OSHA visited another builder
in a Tampa community several times and never visited Morrison Homes due to
the fact that Morrison Homes’ employees were wearing hard hats and using fall
protection.

In addition to these recent achievements, Morrison Homes continues to reemphasize
safety as a core value through its annual safety training, division and third party safety
audits, and annual safety awards.
We appreciate the strong degree of commitment to safety exhibited by corporate and
division leadership. We look forward to our continued relationship with Morrison Homes
in its efforts to continuously improve its safety process.
Sincerely,

Mike McCarroll, CSP
President & CEO
PROSAFE Solutions, Inc.
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